Abstract:
INTRODUCTION
The endoscope is a medical equipment for diagnosing colorectal polyps. It is used to detect polyps of all sizes, and it allows biopsy of lesions and resection of most polyps [1, 2] , and it is considered nowadays as the gold standard for colon scree-medical condition [12] . Histologically, polyps are classified as neoplastic (adenomas) or nonneoplastic [13, 14] . Neoplastic polyps or adenomas have malignant potential and are classified according to the World Health Organization as tubular, tubulovillous, or villous adenomas, depending on the presence and volume of villous tissue [15] . Increasing dysplasia and, presumably, malignant potential correlate with increasing adenoma size, villous component, and patient age [16] and the likelihood of invasive carcinoma also increase with increasing polyp size [14] . From this perspective of polyp shape and size, the accuracy of polyp measurement is critical for accurate diagnosis [17, 18] .
Most small polyps are adenomas with some malignant potential although the likelihood of cancer already existing in a polyp is small (<1%) [19, 20] . Furthermore, hyperplastic polyps, which are common in the lower left colon, have no malignant potential, and several prospective studies have shown that they do not predict an increased prevalence of adenomas in the proximal colon [21 -23] .
While, advanced adenomas have some characteristics: villous tissue, larger (≥1cm) or appreciable high-grade dysplasia [24] . In a case of the sizeable sessile polyp (>2 cm), it usually contains villous tissue with high malignant potential and tends to recur locally after resection [25] , and as the view of the polyp shape, small flat colorectal adenomas are with a purportedly high malignant potential [26] .
Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) has been a rapidly growing not only colorectal polyp diagnosis but also various active medical fields of in medical imaging [27, 28] . Polyp detection and classification techniques are mainly developed as CAD for colonoscopy.
Development of these technologies is also underway competition based which provides datasets [29] . As polyp classification techniques, some techniques [30 -32] have been developed using a peculiar endoscopic image technology represented by Narrow Band Imaging (NBI) [33, 34] which emphasizes blood vessels. As the polyp detection techniques, various tech-niques have been developed [35 -42] . Especially, some appro-aches put polyp detection into practice based on shape features [43 -45] , texture features [46, 47] , texture & shape features [48] . Polyp shapes are also important for developing detection technologies.
Hence, it is demanded to establish a supporting colorectal diagnosis system based on polyp shape from the view of the above descriptions.
In computer vision, the techniques to recover shape are called shape from X techniques where X is a key as shading [49 -55] , stereo [56, 57] , motion [58 -60] , texture [61 -63] , shadows [64, 65] , specularities [66 -68] , silhouette [69 -71] , defocus [72 -78] etc. Shape from stereo requires a camera which has multiple lenses. However, general endoscopy has a single lens and hardware-based techniques [79 -81] requires peculiar endoscope for polyp shape recovery.
There are software techniques to infer the 3D structure of the colon from video sequences such as computational stereo [82] , simultaneous localization, mapping [83] and shape from motion [84] . General shape from motion, shadows, specularities assume recovering objects with a rigid structure. However, endoscopy images usually consist of nonrigid objects such as a polyp, and shape from texture requires known texture for the cue of shape recovery so that applying photoclinometry based recovery approach is reasonable for the issue mentioned earlier.
Shape from Shading (SFS) [49] is one valuable approach based on photoclinometry. Since the first SFS technique was developed by Horn in the early 1970s [49] , various approaches have been developed [50 -55] . SFS uses the intensity of image to recover the surface shape from a single image. Some approaches [85 -97] recovered 3D shape from endoscope image based on SFS. Paper [90] proposed a polyp recovery approach using both photometric and geometric constraints assuming one light source endoscope. Another approach [94] recovered polyp shape considering more actual endoscope which has two light sources where the neural network was used to modify the obtained surface gradients. Paper [85] proposed a 3D shape recovery method for an artificial spine except for polyp shape as a target object.
SFS and endoscope image are compatible on the first sight, but there are constraints for applying SFS to endoscope image. Those approaches need some parameters like a depth from the endoscope lens to the surface, and surface reflectance factor . Furthermore, those approaches assume a uniform Lambertian surface with a constant reflectance factor . This paper contributes to mitigating constraint for applying SFS to the endoscope image based on a cue from the medical structure. An extracted medical suture is used to estimate parameters, and a polyp shape recovery method is proposed using both geometric and photometric constraint equations. It is noted that the proposed method realizes polyp shape recovery from a single endoscope image.
The outline of this paper is as follows. First, the algorithm section introduces an observation system and photometric constraints and describes preprocessing and obtaining parameters approaches for the polyp shape recovery. The experiment section conducted shape recovery using model images and actual endoscope images for the evaluation of the proposed method. Finally, the conclusion section discusses the proposed method with future works.
ALGORITHM
The proposed approach assumes an observation system of two light sources endoscope and consists of following steps.
Step 1. Estimate the camera parameters by conducting camera calibration.
Step 2. Conduct specular highlight removal.
Step 3. Generate a Lambertian image for both medical suture region and intestinal-inner-walls.
Step 4. Conduct medical suture segmentation.
Step 5. Obtain depth Z and reflectance factor C using the border between medical sutures and intestinal-inner-walls.
Observation System of Two Light Sources Endoscope
Some endoscopes used in medical diagnosis have two light sources.
Proposed method assumes an observation system which has a point light source illumination and perspective projection. Fig. (1) shows the observation system of the endoscope with two light sources. Here, let the coordinate of the center of the lens be (0, 0, 0), let both light source coordinates be s 1 = (a, b, 0) and s 2 = (c, d, 0), let f be focal length, let each distance from light source to surface be l 1 and l 2 . Let n be the normal surface vector. Image intensity E and reflectance factor C can be denoted as Eq. (1) following inverse square law of illuminance.
(1)
Eq.(2) represents normal vector n on an arbitrary point of diffuse reflectance surface.
(2)
Here, let p, q be a surface gradient parameters defined by Eq.(3).
(3)
Let arbitrary surface point be (X, Y, Z), then, Eq. (4) represents l 1 and Eq. (5) denotes l 2 .
(4)
Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) (9) gives E using C and Z.
(9)
The proposed method recovers Z distribution from endoscope images postulated in the observation model. This Eq. (9) is used to solve each C of the medical suture and the intestinalinner-wall (based on Eq. (16) and Eq. (17)). 
Camera Calibration
Camera parameters of the endoscope are estimated. Estimating camera parameters of the endoscope is performed using multiple images of checkerboard taken by an endoscope with the existing camera calibration techniques [98, 99] . Fig. (2) shows examples of checkerboard image captured by an endoscope.
Furthermore, a sphere was taken by the endoscope as a known object to estimate each of two light sources coordinates of endoscope s 1 = (a, b, 0) and s 2 = (c, d, 0).
Specular Highlight Removal
The product of the spectral energy distribution of the illumination and the surface reflectance represents the spectral energy distribution of the light reflected from the surface. Following the dichromatic reflection model [100], two components of specular and diffuse reflection compose the reflected light. Specular components affect the result of shape recovery under SFS approach and frequently arise on the endoscope image. Paper [101] proposed a method to remove the specular components on endoscope image by conducting the inpainting process to specular components. Modified region by inpainting process lacks the surface information.
The diffuse color component has a characteristic that the maximum fraction of the diffuse color component in diffuse local patches in color images changes smoothly. Hence, specular components can be removed by following this characteristic. Furthermore, the proposed approach obtains depth Z and reflectance factor C based using the border between medical sutures and intestinal-inner-walls. Specular components removal process should be done without removing the border between the medical suture and the intestinal-inner-walls due to the calculation of each reflectance factor C based on the border information. The proposed approach removes specular components by introducing the bilateral filter based on methods [102, 103] .
Generating Lambertian Image
Many approaches have been proposed for the shape recovery assuming Lambertian reflectance as SFS problem. The proposed approach also assumes Lambertian reflectance for shape recovery. Therefore, generating a Lambertian image is conducted for both medical suture region and intestinal-innerwalls.
As generating a Lambertian image method, Paper [104] tries to generate a diffuse component image by removing the specular component by taking images of an object from multiple viewpoints. Paper [105] developed a method to convert the original image to Lambertian image using object rotation. Endoscope environment cannot use the polarizing plate, object rotation and multiple images with different viewpoints for the problem of both camera motion and peristaltic movement of an object inside the body.
So, this paper generates a uniform diffused reflectance surface from the original RGB image for the endoscope image based on method [106] . The approach uses the color clustering with the scalar quantization in RGB space and to treat the same reflectance factor for two neighboring points which locate along the boundary between the different color reflectance factors.
Lambertian image for both medical suture region and intestinal-inner-walls is generated by absorbing the difference of relative reflectance factor and performing near the uniform Lambertian reflectance image for different color reflectance regions of the original image.
Obtaining Depth Z and Reflectance Factor C
The depth parameter Z and reflectance factor C for shape recovery under SFS approach are obtained by estimating the horizontal plane of medical suture locally considering a horizontal plane in the observation system. Fig. (3) . Horizontal plane of columnar against lens.
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Estimation of The Horizontal Plane
The horizontal planes of columnar forms against lens are derived from assuming the continuity of width from columnar centerline to both ends of the edge. The columnar width cropped by the horizontal plane against lens continues while the cropped region is horizontal against lens as shown in Fig. (3) .
The horizontal planes of the medical suture can be obtained locally based on this property. The procedure of obtaining the horizontal plane is as follows.
Step 1. Extract medical suture region in Fig. (5) from the original image in Fig. (4) . Step 2. Extract centerline of the medical suture by performing line thinning processing as shown in Fig. (6) .
Step 3. Extract edge of medical suture using morphology operation as shown in Fig. (7) . Fig. (7) . Example of edge extraction.
Step 4. Draw an orthogonal line to the centerline and crop the line by both ends of the edge. Finally, extract continuous regions where the cropped line has the same width as shown in Fig. (8) . Fig. (9) shows an observation model for obtaining depth parameter Z of the medical suture using its horizontal plane.
Estimation of Medical Suture Z and C
The depth Z from the endoscope lens can be calculated using the model concerning the estimated horizontal plane of the medical suture. The procedure for calculating parameter Z is as follows. The hypotenuse from the lens L to the center of the suture center S c in Δ LS c P i , the distance LS c can be obtained from Eq. (14). Here, the distance P c S c is the same as the radius of the medical suture.
(14)
From Δ LZP c ~ Δ LOI c , the depth Z is derived from Eq. (15) . Finally, define F(p, q, a, b, c, d, f, Z) as shown in Eq. (16) using Eq. (9), then, the surface reflectance factor C of intestinalinner-wall is estimated by optimization using RANSAC [107] and Eq. (17) . Here, let p and q be surface gradient parameters, let each light source coordinate be a, b, c, d, let f be the focal length of the lens, let Z be the calculated depth and let E i be each observed intensity. Besides, let each p and q of intestinalinner-walls at the neighboring points obtained for the horizontal partitions of the medical suture be zero. 
(15)

EXPERIMENT
Experiments were conducted using colon model images and real endoscope images. A medical suture whose diameter is 0.8 mm. Inner parameters of endoscope were obtained from camera calibration. Two light sources coordinates were estimated using a known sphere object with 66 mm diameter. Table 1 shows the result of camera calibration. Fundamental parameters of the endoscope were obtained by performing camera calibration such as focal length, principal point, and radial distortion. Here, two parameters were obtained respectively based on the aspect ratio of the observed image.
Camera Calibration
Positions of two light sources on endoscope were estimated using sphere object image as s 1 = (a: -5.001 mm, b: 1.996 mm, 0 mm) and s 2 = (a: 5.001 mm, b: 1.996 mm, 0 mm).
Experiment with Model Images
Results of Estimated Depth Z for Model Images
Estimated results for the horizontal plane of the medical suture are as shown in Figs. (10-15) , respectively. Here, horizontal plane sections where the same width continues more than 6 pixels tracing the center line of medical suture were adopted as the candidate for a section of the horizontal plane. Table 2 shows Estimated MEAN and STD of both Z and C of each scene. Here, each section in each scene means an obtained section of the horizontal plane where the same width continues more than 6 pixels.
From these results, the horizontal section of the medical suture could be obtained within the nm level variation of depth Z in each scene. Fig. (13) . Horizontal plane in scene 2.
Results of Shape Recovery
Polyp shape recovery was performed using calculated Z and C. Here, reflectance factor was estimated by the following process. C is estimated in order from the section where the continuous section of the same width region is long as well as with Z less STD is obtained. MEDIAN of C with the low value of STD was selected. Moreover, Smirnov-Grubbs test [108] was applied for outliers where the region has a potential of containing intestinal-inner-wall except for blood vessel. A polyp model whose diameter is about 10mm was used, and some regions were cropped where shape recovery is interfered by a hood cover of the endoscope. Figs. (16-18) show the results of recovered shapes of polyps. From recovered results, it can be confirmed that each polyp shape was recovered with around 10 mm, i.e., the proposed method recovered approximate shape and size using the calculated parameters Z and C. 
Experiment with Real Endoscope Images
Results of Estimated Depth Z
Estimated results of the horizontal plane for the medical suture estimation are as shown in Figs. (19-26) , respectively.
Here, the horizontal plane where the same width continues more than 6 pixels tracing the center line of medical suture were adopted as horizontal plane sections. Table 3 shows estimated MEAN and STD of both Z and C in each scene. Fig. (18) . Recovered shape in scene 3. Fig. (19) . Original image in scene 1. Fig. (20) . Horizontal plane in scene 1.
Fig. (21).
Original image in scene 2. From these results, horizontal sections of the medical suture were obtained within the nm level variation of depth Z in each scene. These results suggest that the horizontal plane of the medical suture and depth Z was obtained with high accuracy in each endoscope image. 
Results of Shape Recovery
Polyp shape recovery was performed using calculated Z and C. Here, C is estimated in order from the section where the continuous section of the same width region is long as well as Z with less STD is obtained. MEDIAN of C with the low value of STD is selected. Moreover, Smirnov-Grubbs test [108] was applied for outliers where the region has a potential of containing blood vessel except for intestinal-inner-wall. shows the results of polyp shape recovery.
Here, some regions were cropped where shape recovery was interfered by a hood cover of the endoscope. From the recovered result, it can be confirmed that approximate polyp shape and size could be recovered using the calculated parameters Z and C.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a polyp shape recovery method which mitigated the constraint for applying SFS to the endoscope image using the medical suture. The proposed approach used two light sources endoscope according to the actual environment for polyp shape recovery. Necessary parameters for applying SFS were estimated. The camera inner parameters were obtained by camera calibration, depth Z and reflectance factor C were estimated by using the horizontal plane of the medical suture and its neighboring intestinal-inner-walls. Through experiments, it is confirmed that the approximate polyp model shape and size were recovered using medical suture information and obtained parameters from a single endoscope image.
Notably, the proposed method realized polyp shape recovery from a single endoscope image without equalized reflectance factor with Lambertian processing. Applying the proposed method to extend to another reference object (e.g., blood vessel) remains as future work.
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